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(57) ABSTRACT 

Apparatus and corresponding methods for storing video 
information. The apparatus includes a means for receiving 
video information, a means for converting the received 
video information into digital video information, and a 
means for storing the digital video information. Converting 
the received video information into digital video information 
can include converting it into an MPEG-compatible digital 
format. The apparatus can include an MPEG-compatible 
digital encoder, Which can include separate audio and video 
MPEG encoders. The digital video information can be stored 
on an electromagnetically Writable disk drive With an opti 
miZed MPEG ?le system (OMFS) con?gured to receive the 
digital video information and store the digital video infor 
mation on the disk drive, Where the OMFS is con?gured to 
divide the received digital video information into one or 
more packets, each packet having the same number of bytes 
as a sector on a disk in the disk drive. The OMFS can ?rst 

accumulate one of the packets of digital video information 
in a cache memory. The OMFS, upon ?lling the cache 
memory With a completed packet of digital video informa 
tion, then stores the completed packet on a single one of the 
sectors of the disk drive. 
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DIGITAL RECORDING AND PLAYBACK 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] The present invention relates to digital recording 
and playback of audio and video streams. 

[0002] Conventional video cassette recorders (VCRs) 
record in analog form a video stream received from a video 
source (e.g., a cable TV cable) onto a tape (e.g., a VHS tape). 
One Way to record a video stream using a conventional VCR 
is to press a Record button, causing the VCR to begin 
recording the incoming video stream. The VCR continues 
recording until the user presses a Stop button. To schedule 
recording of a video stream (e.g., an upcoming episode of a 
television shoW), the user typically indicates the start time, 
end time, and television channel of the episode. The VCR 
begins recording the video stream received on the speci?ed 
channel at the speci?ed start time and stops recording at the 
speci?ed end time. To play back a video stream recorded 
With a VCR, the user inserts the tape on Which the video 
stream is recorded into the VCR, positions the tape to the 
beginning of the recorded video stream using ReWind and 
ForWard buttons, and presses a Play button. Typically, a user 
must Wait until recording has completed before a video 
stream can be played back. 

[0003] Auser Who has access to live video sources such as 
a television antenna, a cable TV cable, or a Direct Broadcast 
Satellite (DBS) dish, and to recorded video sources such as 
a VCR or a camcorder, may connect the outputs of one or 
more such video sources to a conventional receiver. The user 

also connects a video display such as a television monitor to 
the receiver. The user can select Which video source is to be 
output to the television monitor using controls provided by 
the receiver. For eXample, to vieW the output of the VCR 
(e.g., the contents of a VHS tape) on the television monitor, 
the user presses a “VCR” button on the receiver. To control 
the various video sources that are connected to the receiver 
(e.g., to tune to a particular channel from among the chan 
nels received through the television antenna), the user typi 
cally uses controls, such as remote controls, associated With 
the various video sources. Furthermore, each live television 
source typically has its oWn set of channels With its oWn 
numbering system. Channel numbers used by different live 
television sources may or may not overlap, and different 
video sources may or may not associate the same channel 
number With another channel Which contains the same 
content (e.g., channels Which correspond to the same tele 
vision network). 

[0004] Some live television providers, such as DBS and 
some cable systems, provide additional information Within 
the video streams they provide. For eXample, some systems 
provide information about upcoming television shoWs, such 
as the times at Which they are scheduled to air and the 
channels on Which they appear. Some systems display such 
information using an on-screen menu that displays the times 
at Which upcoming shoWs Will be aired. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0005] In general, in one aspect, the invention features 
apparatus and corresponding methods for storing video 
information. The apparatus includes a means for receiving 
video information, a means for converting the received 
video information into digital video information, and a 
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means for storing the digital video information. Implemen 
tations of the invention can include one or more of the 
folloWing advantageous features. Converting the received 
video information into digital video information includes 
converting it into an MPEG-compatible digital format. The 
means for converting the received video information into 
digital video information includes an MPEG-compatible 
digital encoder. The MPEG-compatible digital encoder 
includes separate audio and video MPEG encoders. The 
means for storing the digital video information includes an 
electromagnetically Writable disk drive, and an optimiZed 
MPEG ?le system (OMFS) con?gured to receive the digital 
video information and store the digital video information on 
the disk drive. The disk drive includes one or more electro 
magnetic disks, each electromagnetic disk divided into one 
or more sectors having a ?Xed number of bytes storable on 
each sector; and the OMFS is con?gured to divide the 
received digital video information into one or more packets, 
each packet having the same number of bytes as a sector on 
a disk in the disk drive. The OMFS ?rst accumulates one of 
the packets of digital video information in a cache memory. 
The OMFS, upon ?lling the cache memory With a completed 
packet of digital video information, then stores the com 
pleted packet on a single one of the sectors of the disk drive. 
The means for converting the received video information 
into digital video information includes an MPEG-compat 
ible softWare encoder streamer Which couples to the MPEG 
compatible digital encoder to convert the received video 
information. The apparatus further includes a means for 
reading the stored the digital video information. The means 
for reading includes an MPEG-compatible digital decoder. 
The MPEG-compatible digital decoder includes separate 
audio and video MPEG decoders. The means for reading 
includes an MPEG-compatible softWare decoder streamer 
Which couples to the MPEG-compatible digital decoder to 
convert the stored digital video information into video 
information suitable to be displayed on a television monitor. 
The OMFS is con?gured to defragment the disk drive 
periodically. The OMFS is con?gured to determine periodi 
cally poor sectors on the disk drive and prevent Writing to 
the poor sectors. 

[0006] Advantages of the invention may include one or 
more of the folloWing. A user can eXercise centraliZed 
control over multiple video sources. For eXample, by merg 
ing the live television channels provided by multiple live 
television sources such as television antennas, cable TV 
cables, and DBS dishes, a user can navigate a single con 
tiguous list of channels. This simpli?es the user’s television 
vieWing eXperience by, for eXample, alloWing the user to 
select television channels using a single remote control and 
reducing or eliminating any confusion regarding content 
received from different television stations using the same 
channel number. More generally, the user is provided With 
the appearance of a single virtual video source, regardless of 
the number of video sources (live or recorded) that are 
connected to a digital VCR. Interacting With multiple video 
sources through a single consistent interface greatly simpli 
?es the tasks performed by the user, such as recording 
television shoWs and selecting channels to vieW. 

[0007] A user can also eXercise VCR-style control over 
live television shoWs. For eXample, if the incoming video 
stream is recorded into a reWind buffer, the user can effec 
tively “reWind” a live television shoW simply by pressing a 
ReWind button. The live television shoW continues to be 
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recorded While it is being “reWound.” This allows the user 
to re-Watch parts of a live television shoW before the shoW 
is over. Similarly, the user can pause a live television shoW 
by pressing a Pause button. Even While paused, the live 
television shoW continues to be recorded. This alloWs the 
user to pause a live television shoW to perform other 
activities, and then resume Watching the remainder of the 
television shoW even before the shoW is over. The ability to 
play back part of a shoW While the shoW is being recorded 
can also alloW a user Who sits doWn to Watch a television 

shoW after it has begun being recorded to simply press the 
Play button to begin playing back the shoW from the 
beginning, even While the remainder of the shoW is still 
airing and being recorded. 

[0008] A user can specify a shoW to record based on the 
content of the shoW and information associated With the 
shoW, rather than merely on the time at Which the shoW airs 
and the channel on Which it is received. For example, the 
user can specify that all episodes of a television shoW With 
a particular title be recorded. Specifying shoWs to be 
recorded by content can simplify the process of recording 
shoWs because it does not require the user to knoW When a 
shoW Will be aired, or on What channel it Will air, or from 
Which video source it Will be received. Furthermore, record 
ing by content can reduce the probability that a shoW of 
interest to the user Will fail to be recorded. If, for example, 
the shoW speci?ed by the user is delayed or rescheduled, it 
can still be recorded. Recording by content also alloWs both 
neW episodes of a television shoW broadcast on one channel 
and re-runs of the shoW broadcast on a different channel to 
be recorded easily. 

[0009] Also, shoW information can be stored along With 
each recorded shoW. Such shoW information may include, 
for example, the name of the shoW, the time at Which it aired, 
the channel on Which it aired, and a description of the shoW. 
As a result, shoW information associated With a shoW can be 
displayed on-screen When a user plays back a recorded 
shoW. Furthermore, recording shoW information along With 
recorded shoWs can simplify the process of locating 
recorded shoWs. The user may, for example, be provided 
With an informative list of shoWs that have been recorded 
from Which a shoW to vieW may be selected. The user need 
not keep an external record of Which shoWs have been 
recorded and Where they are located. Furthermore, stored 
shoW information may be used in conjunction With channel 
guide information to alloW recording only those episodes of 
a television shoW Which have not been previously recorded 
or Which the user has not previously vieWed. 

[0010] Storage space can be managed ef?ciently by, for 
example, con?guring the digital VCR to only retain in 
storage a certain number of recorded episodes of a particular 
television shoW. When the maximum number of episodes of 
a television shoW have been recorded, recorded episodes 
may be deleted from storage to make room for subsequent 
episodes. This both increases the likelihood that suf?cient 
storage space Will be available to record neW shoWs, and 
relieves the user of managing storage space. 

[0011] Other features and advantages of the invention Will 
become apparent from the folloWing description and from 
the claims. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0012] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a digital VCR and 
devices connected to the digital VCR. 

[0013] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of digital VCR circuitry. 

[0014] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of digital VCR system 
softWare. 

[0015] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a digital VCR remote 
control. 

[0016] 
display. 

[0017] FIGS. 6A-F are block diagrams of transitions 
betWeen interface states. 

FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a channel guide 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0018] Referring to FIG. 1, a digital VCR 10 acts as a 
central station for recording and playback of analog and 
digital audio and video. Live video sources, such as a cable 
TV cable 12, a broadcast television antenna 14, and a DBS 
dish 26, recorded video sources such as a video cassette 
recorder (VCR) 15, and audio sources such as a CD player 
16 may be connected to inputs of the digital VCR 10. A 
remote control 22 and on-screen menus displayed by the 
digital VCR 10 on the television 18 may be used to select 
audio and video from one or more of the attached audio and 
video sources to be output to a single display device such as 
the television 18. In this Way, the user may control all 
connected audio and video devices using a simple, natural, 
and uni?ed interface provided by the digital VCR 10. For 
example, When vieWing content that has been pre-recorded 
externally, such as content recorded on a VHS tape, com 
mands such as fast forWard and reWind received from the 
digital VCR’s remote control 22 may be forWarded by the 
digital VCR 10 to the VCR 15. Alternatively, the remote 
control 22 can, for example, send commands such as fast 
forWard and reWind directly to the VCR 15. In general, the 
user issues all commands using the remote control 22, Which 
either forWards the commands directly to the appropriate 
devices, or forWards the commands to the digital VCR 10, 
Which in turn forWards the commands to the appropriate 
devices. 

[0019] The digital VCR 10 includes a modem 148 (FIG. 
2) (RC336ACFA) Which is connected to a telephone line 20 
and Which may be used to send and receive information 
about upcoming television shoWs and other information, as 
described in more detail beloW. The digital VCR 10 can be 
controlled by keys on a front panel, by a remote control 22, 
or by an external device such as a personal computer 24. 

[0020] Referring to FIG. 2, the digital VCR 10 includes 
circuitry 100. Video is input to the digital VCR 10 from one 
of a number of sources. Cable-ready input is received in 
analog form from cable TV cable 12 or from antenna 14 at 
one or more RF-in inputs 102. The RF-in input 102 is 
coupled to a tuner 108 (Philips FI1236). If the RF-in input 
102 is connected to the output of a standard cable TV set-top 
box, Which outputs a single channel on channel 3, for 
example, the tuner 108 is tuned to channel 3. OtherWise, the 
tuner 108 can be adjusted to select a channel from among the 
channels present in the input received at the RF-in input 102. 
Composite video inputs 104a-b receive composite video 
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input from, e.g., a camcorder. An S-video input 106 receives 
S-video input from, e.g., the DBS dish 26. 

[0021] The signals received at the video inputs 102, 104a 
b, and 106 are input to a Micronas National Television 
Standards Committee (NTSC) decoder 109 (VPX3225). The 
decoder 109 selects Which one of the signals received at its 
inputs Will be delivered at its output 110. The decoder 109 
digitiZes the selected input and outputs the digitized signal 
at its output 110 in CCIR (Comité Consultatif International 
des Radiocommunications) 601 format, With a typical reso 
lution of 720x480 pixels. The decoder 109 may be used to 
reduce the resolution of the input signal by outputting a 
digitiZed signal With a smaller number of piXels. The 
decoder 109 also includes a First In First Out (FIFO) buffer 
for buffering video. 

[0022] The digitiZed video signal output at the output 110 
of the decoder 109 is input to a Field Programmable Gate 
Array (FPGA) Blank and Automatic Gain Control (AGC) 
Detector 112 and to a Sony Moving Pictures Experts Group 
2 (MPEG-2) realtime video encoder 114 (CXD1922Q). The 
MPEG-2 encoder 114 compresses the digitiZed video from 
output 110, and outputs the compressed digitiZed video on 
its outputs 116, 118. The MPEG-2 encoder 114 is capable of 
performing automatic scene detection, i.e., When the video 
on output 110 changes from one scene to another, the 
MPEG-2 decoder 114 resets itself and restarts compression 
at the beginning of the neW scene. The MPEG-2 decoder 114 
also adjusts the number of bits of video that it compresses 
per second, based on hoW much the input signal is changing. 
In other Words, as the amount of change in the input signal 
increases, the number of bits per second in the compressed 
output increases. This is referred to as variable bit rate 
compression. 

[0023] The FPGA 112 is programmed to detect blank 
frames in the digitiZed video signal on output 110. Blank 
frame detection is used to determine When commercials in a 
television signal begin and end. For eXample, the occurrence 
of multiple consecutive blank frames is a possible indication 
that a commercial is beginning or ending. Furthermore, if 
the video portion of the digitiZed video signal 110 contains 
blank frames, but the corresponding audio portion of the 
signal 110 is not silent, a commercial is most likely not 
occurring. Detection of silent blank frames as representing 
the start (and end) of commercials can be further enhanced 
by determining if one such set of silent blank frames is 
folloWed some number of seconds (e.g., 30 or 60) by another 
such set of silent blank frames. The FPGA 112 contains a 
luma (brightness) threshold register Whose value is set by a 
central processing unit (CPU) 140. The FPGA 112 also 
contains a counter register. As each video frame is read by 
the FPGA 112, the FPGA 112 stores in the counter register 
a count of the number of piXels in the video frame Whose 
intensity value is beloW the value of the luma threshold 
register. The CPU can read that count, and determine if the 
value of the counter register is beloW a predetermined 
minimum value after a predetermined number of frames, 
such that a commercial is determined to have begun. 

[0024] Some video streams are specially encoded using 
Macrovision’s copy protection scheme in a Way that alloWs 
the video stream to be displayed correctly on a television, 
but Which causes massive signal degradation if the video 
stream is recorded onto a video tape. Such encoded video 
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streams can come from a pre-recorded video tape, a laser 

disc, a DVD (Digital Video (or Versatile) Disk), or from a 
broadcast such as a premium cable channel or a pay-per 
vieW movie. The FPGA 112 is used to detect the presence of 
Macrovision copy protection in the signal on output 110. If 
Macrovision copy protection is detected, then the signal is 
tagged to indicate that it is copy protected. When a data 
stream is read from storage (e.g., to play back a recorded 
television shoW), copy protection is added to the data stream 
using the NTSC encoder 304 (FIG. 3) if the data stream is 
tagged. 
[0025] Audio input is received either through the tuner 
108, through line 1 inputs 120a-b, or through line 2 inputs 
122a-b. All received audio signals are input to a Micronas 
Audio Codec (compressor/decompressor) 124 
(MSP3430G). The codec 124 selects the output of the tuner 
108, the line 1 inputs 120a-b, or the line 2 inputs 122a-b. 
The codec 124 digitiZes the selected audio signal(s). If the 
output of the tuner 108 is selected, the codec 124 also 
performs “stereo decoding,” i.e., separates the right and left 
channel of the audio signal. 

[0026] The resulting digitiZed audio signal is output on 
line 126, Where it is input to an Analog Devices Digital 
Signal Processor (DSP) 128 (ADSP2185). The DSP 128 
compresses the received digitiZed audio signal using MPEG 
1, layer 2 compression. 

[0027] An IR (infrared) microcontroller 130 (SX18AC/ 
DP) sends and receives infrared signals to and from devices 
such as a television remote control or a set-top cable boX. 
The IR microcontroller transmits infrared signals using an 
IR transmitter 132, and receives infrared signals using an IR 
detector 134. The IR microcontroller also detects When the 
user has pressed an On/Off button 136. The On/Off button 
136 toggles the digital VCR 10 betWeen “on” mode and 
“sleep” mode. When in “on” mode, the digital VCR 10 is 
fully functional. When in “sleep” mode, the digital VCR 10 
can perform just a subset of its functions and can consume 
less poWer than When in “on” mode. When in “sleep” mode, 
hoWever, the digital VCR 10 still performs such functions as 
recording scheduled shoWs and doWnloading channel guide 
information. Furthermore, When the On/Off button 136 is 
pressed, the IR microcontroller 130 tests the CPU 140 to 
determine if the system softWare running on the CPU 140 
has crashed. If the system softWare has crashed, the IR 
microcontroller 130 resets the CPU. IR microcontroller 130 
can also output IR encoded signals via S-link output 131. 

[0028] The central processing unit (CPU) 140 (one can use 
a Philips CPU adapted to function With Philips MPEG-2 
decoder SAA7201H, described further beloW, or another 
suitable CPU) controls various operations of the digital VCR 
10. CPU 140 runs application programs, controls streaming 
of audio and video, selects the states input select sWitches in 
FPGA 112 and the codec 124, and performs other functions, 
as described in more detail beloW. The digitiZed audio output 
by the DSP 128 and the digitiZed audio output by the 
MPEG-2 encoder 114 are stored on a hard disk drive 142. 
The hard disk drive 142 uses a ?le system that is described 
in more detail beloW. 

[0029] Serial ports 144a-b receive and send serial data 
according to the RS-232 standard. Although as shoWn in 
FIG. 2 the serial ports 144a-b connect to external devices 
using DB-9 connectors 146a-b, other appropriate connectors 
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can be used. The serial ports 144a-b can be used, for 
example, to control a DBS receiver. A device such as 
personal computer 24 can be connected to the digital VCR 
10 through the serial ports 144a-b to control the digital VCR 
10. The modem 148 connects to the telephone line 20 (FIG. 
1) through a Data Access Arrangement (DAA) 149 and a 
telephone jack. The modem 148 can be used, for example, 
to doWnload channel guide information. Channel guide 
information can also be contained Within the vertical blank 
ing interval (VBI) of the video input signal, or received 
through a broadcast pager netWork. If the digital VCR 10 is 
connected to a DBS receiver, channel guide information can 
be obtained from the received DBS signal. 

[0030] A FireWire link layer 150 (PDI1394L11), FireWire 
physical layer 152 (PDI1394P11), and FireWire ports 
154a-b alloW the digital VCR 10 to send and receive digital 
video according to the IEEE 1394 standard. Additional hard 
disk drives can be connected to the digital VCR 10 through 
the ports 154a-b to provide additional storage capacity. The 
ports 154a-b can also be used to connect the digital VCR 10 
to another digital VCR. If tWo digital VCRs are connected 
to each other via ports 154a-b, the tWo digital VCRs can 
recogniZe each other’s presence. One digital VCR recog 
niZes itself as the “master” and is connected to the television 
18, and the other digital VCR recogniZes itself as the 
“slave.” The “slave” ignores all IR commands intended for 
the “master.” The tWo digital VCRs present a single uni?ed 
interface to the user, effectively alloWing the user to use the 
tWo digital VCRs as if they Were a single digital VCR With 
tWo tuners and the combined disk space of the tWo indi 
vidual digital VCRs. When the tWo digital VCRs are dis 
connected from each other, they revert to their regular 
functioning and operate independently. High-de?nition tele 
vision (HDTV) signals can also be sent and received through 
the ports 154a-b. 

[0031] Audio and video output are transmitted over a 
high-speed bus to a Philips MPEG-2 decoder 156 
(SAA7201H). The decoder 156 receives a combination of 
audio and video referred to as a “program stream” from the 
CPU 140. The decoder 156 decompresses the program 
stream, sends the decompressed audio to an audio digital 
to-analog converter (DAC) 158 (TDA1311) and to a Philips 
NTSC (and PAL) encoder 157 (SAA7120) Which then sends 
the decompressed and noW re-encoded video on a Y line 
160a and a C line 160b to a video ?lter 162 (ML6428), 
Which ?lters the decompressed re-encoded video to improve 
its quality. The decoder 156 also sends digitiZed decom 
pressed audio in Sony Philips Digital Interface (SPDIF) 
format (represented by block 159) to a SPDIF output port 
161. 

[0032] Analog audio signals are output by the audio DAC 
158 to line 1 out ports 164a-b and line 2 out ports 166a-b. 
Filtered video signals are output to composite video outputs 
168a-b and to S-Video output 170. A Boot read-only 
memory (ROM) 172 contains startup object code that begins 
executing When the digital VCR 10 is turned on. The code 
in the Boot ROM causes the digital VCR 10 to load system 
softWare object code from the hard disk drive 142 into a 
DRAM 174 and to execute that code, causing the digital 
VCR 10 to begin normal operation. The DRAM 174 also 
stores temporary data used by the system softWare. 
SDRAMs 176a and 176b are used by the MPEG encoder 
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114 and the MPEG decoder 156 to store data as it is being 
compressed and decompressed, respectively. 

[0033] Referring to FIG. 3, the digital VCR 10 is con 
trolled by system softWare 300. Kernel 310 is an operating 
system or a part of an operating system that can reside in the 
Boot ROM 172 and Which is used to control basic functions 
of the digital VCR 10 system softWare 300. Kernel 310 is 
based upon the MQX kernel produced by Precise Technol 
ogy. Kernel 310 supports such features as preemptive mul 
titasking, message passing, interrupt handling, list manage 
ment, and dynamic link library (DLL) handling. 

[0034] In general, the device drivers (i.e., the 12C driver 
312, the IR driver 314, the serial port driver 352, the modem 
driver 353, the FireWire driver 344, the IDE driver 348, the 
MPEG encoder driver 336, and the MPEG decoder driver 
338) are responsible for communicating With and directly 
controlling the hardWare components of the digital VCR 10. 
The device drivers isolate the components of the system 
softWare 300 from the particular hardWare devices used to 
implement the digital VCR 10 so that the system softWare 
300 need not be modi?ed if different hardWare components 
are used. 

[0035] The I2C bus 360 is a 2-Wire bus (comprising Wires 
141 a and 141b) that connects the IR subsystem 302, the 
tuner 108, the NTSC decoder 109, and the NTSC encoder 
304 together. The I2C driver 312 provides arbitration to the 
bus 360 for communicating With these devices. 

[0036] The IR driver 314 is responsible for reading data 
from the IR detector 134, and for sending infrared signals to 
other components using the IR transmitter 132. For example, 
the IR driver 314 convert bitstreams received through the 
12C driver 312 into information describing Which keys (if 
any) have been pressed on the remote control 22. 

[0037] The IR data interpreter 320 receives a raW bit 
stream of IR data from the IR driver 314 and converts the 
bitstream into meaningful keypress values. It also receives 
outgoing device control information (i.e., information about 
commands to control external devices) and converts the 
device control information into a bitstream that is output to 
the IR transmitter 132 through the IR driver 314. 

[0038] IR subsystem 302 includes the IR transmitter 132 
and IR detector 134 (FIG. 2). The IR subsystem 302 
receives information from and transmits information to 12C 
driver 312 Which handles I2C buses 0 and 1 (141a and 141b). 
IR driver 314 receives bitstreams representing keypresses on 
the remote control 22 from the 12C driver 312. 

[0039] An IR data interpreter 320 uses bitstreams from the 
IR driver 314 to determine Which keys (if any) on the remote 
control 22 have been pressed, and converts commands for 
controlling external hardWare into IR bitstreams. 

[0040] An NTSC encoder 304 encodes outgoing video 
signals in NTSC format. In FIG. 2, the NTSC encoding 
function is performed by the combination of the MPEG-2 
decoder 156 and the video ?lter 162. AVideoSrc DLL 316 
uses the 12C driver 312 to control the NTSC decoder 109 and 
the NTSC encoder 304, and to tune the tuner 108 to desired 
channels. 

[0041] A VBI driver 318 receives information encoded 
Within the VBI received from video driver 316, and VBI data 
interpreter 322 decodes and interprets that data as necessary. 
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[0042] Avideo input select module 328 selects What video 
source (e.g., broadcast, cable, conventional VCR, etc.) is 
currently being used by digital VCR application 330. Video 
input select 328 coordinates this selection With command 
I/O interpreter 324, and video driver 316. 

[0043] The command I/O interpreter 324 receives key 
press information from the remote control 22, and sends key 
commands to be output to the IR transmitter 132. The 
command input/output interpreter 324 receives user com 
mands such as keypresses from the application 330. 

[0044] The serial port driver 352 interacts With the serial 
port subsystem 308. A serial port subsystem 308 includes 
RS-232 serial ports 144a-b and DB-9 connectors 146a-b. A 
debug I/F module 354 sends and receives raW bitstreams to 
and from a serial port driver 352, Which interfaces With the 
serial port subsystem 308. If the serial port subsystem 308 
includes multiple serial ports, as shoWn in FIG. 2, the serial 
port driver 352 interacts With each of the serial ports 
individually. The serial port subsystem 308 can be used, for 
eXample, to control a Digital Satellite System (DSS), or to 
communicate With the personal computer 24, eXternal input 
devices such as a keyboard, or a second digital VCR in a 
master/host relationship. 
[0045] A modem driver 353 is responsible for setting up 
connections With the modem 148, sending and receiving 
data to and from the serial port driver 352, handling data 
error detection, correction, or retransmission, and transfer 
protocols. If the modem 148 is con?gured to receive incom 
ing calls, then the modem driver 353 decides if the incoming 
call is directed to the digital VCR 10. 

[0046] Digital VCR application 330 forWards commands 
received from the user such as keypresses to a command 
input/output interpreter 324. The digital VCR application 
330 obtains channel guide information received using the 
modem 148. The digital VCR application 330 uses a 2D 
graphics DLL (Dynamic Link Library) 334 to draW teXt and 
graphics on the television screen. The 2D graphics DLL 334 
passes rectangular regions of memory containing rendered 
images to an MPEG decoder driver 338 to display the 
rendered rectangular regions. 
[0047] Abeep DLL 358 con?gures the beep section of the 
MPEG decoder driver 338. The beep DLL 358 is used to 
make audible “ping” sounds in response to user actions. The 
digital VCR application 330 sends commands related to 
recording named content streams to an MPEG encoder 
streamer 332, Which in turn communicates With an opti 
miZed MPEG ?le system (OMFS) 350 (explained in greater 
detail beloW). The digital VCR application 330 sends VCR 
style commands such as play, stop, and reWind to an MPEG 
decoder streamer 342. 

[0048] FireWire subsystem 306 includes FireWire Link 
Layer 150, FireWire Physical layer 152, and FireWire ports 
154a-b. A FireWire Driver 344 passes a raW bitstream, 
received from the FireWire subsystem 306, to a FireWire 
stack 346. Furthermore, the FireWire subsystem 306 can be 
used to connect multiple digital VCRs together. FireWire 
Stack 346 can communicate With a DVD ?le system 356 for 
retrieving and managing information received from a DVD 
player, and Which can store DVD ?les on hard drive 142 
through IDE driver 348. 

[0049] The FireWire (IEEE 1394) subsystem 306 includes 
a high speed serial bus designed to transmit digital audio and 
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video data. The FireWire subsystem 306 can transmit 
betWeen 100 and 400 million bits-per-second (Mbps), 
depending on the particular con?guration. The FireWire 
subsystem 306 can be used, for example, to transfer data to 
and from a PC or a DVD, or to connect the digital VCR 10 
to a second digital VCR in a master/slave relationship. Such 
a combination of tWo digital VCRs can effectively provide 
the user With tWo tuners, a single ?le system, and tWo or 
more hard disk drives or DVDs. 

[0050] The IDE driver 348 controls the hard disk drive 
142. For eXample, the IDE driver 348 is responsible for 
generating commands to control the hard disk drive 142, 
such as reading or Writing disk sectors, formatting the disk, 
performing diagnostics, or returning status information. 

[0051] The digital VCR application 330 reads and Writes 
from ?les on the hard disk drive 142 using the OMFS 350. 
The digital VCR application 330 optionally performs DVD 
related functions (e.g., reading information from a DVD) 
using the ?le system 350. The OMFS 350 instructs the IDE 
driver 348 to read and Write blocks of data to and from the 
IDE hard disk drive 142. The OMFS 350 instructs the IDE 
driver 348 to read blocks of data from a DVD. Other 
peripheral standards can be employed for disk drive access, 
such as SCSI instead of IDE. 

[0052] An asynchronous ?le system (AFS) 351 operates in 
conjunction With the OMFS 350 to alloW asynchronous 
access to ?les stored on the hard disk drive 142. For 
eXample, immediately after the streamers 332, 342 make a 
request to the asynchronous ?le system 351 to perform a ?le 
function (e.g., read or Write), control returns to the stream 
ers, alloWing them to continue streaming. When the 
requested ?le function is complete, the asynchronous ?le 
system 351 noti?es the requesting streamer. This alloWs the 
streamers 332, 342 to perform other functions While the 
asynchronous ?le system 351 is performing ?le-related 
operations. 

[0053] An MPEG encoder streamer 332 Writes MPEG 
encoded data to the OMFS 350. An MPEG decoder streamer 
342 reads MPEG-encoded data from the OMFS 350, and 
reads MPEG-encoded DVD data from the ?le system 350. 
The encoder streamer 332 and decoder streamer 342 are 
described in more detail beloW. 

[0054] The MPEG decoder driver 338 controls the MPEG 
decoder 156, Which produces an NTSC or PAL video signal 
from digital video data. The MPEG decoder driver 338 also 
controls the audio DAC 158 to produce outgoing audio. 

[0055] The MPEG encoder driver 336 controls the MPEG 
encoder 114, Which encodes the digital video data from the 
Micronas NTSC decoder 110 into an MPEG-2 video stream. 
The encoder 114 can support the MacroVision copy protec 
tion scheme, as described above. 

[0056] The digital VCR 10 uses the OMFS 350 to read and 
Write ?les from the hard disk drive 142. Such ?les include 
MPEG audio and video streams, preference ?les, and ?les 
containing channel guide information. The OMFS 350 mini 
miZes disk fragmentation by ef?ciently streaming MPEG 
data to and from the hard disk drive 142. 

[0057] The hard disk drive 142 includes a number of disks, 
also referred to as platters, that spin together. Each platter 
has one read/Write head for each surface that is being used. 
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Each surface has a number of concentric tracks that are 
grouped together in a number of Zones, and each Zone is 
divided into a number of sectors per track. Each sector stores 
a ?xed number of bytes of information (e.g., 512 bytes). For 
example, the 4.3 Gb Quantum Fireball ST drive has 6 
surfaces, 15 Zones, and 7066 tracks per surface. The inside 
Zone has 143 sectors per track, and the outside Zone has 239 
sectors per track. 

[0058] The ?les stored on the hard disk drive 142 include 
MPEG program streams, database ?les, preferences ?les, 
and program code ?les. The MPEG program streams can 
contain recorded broadcast data, stored as MPEG-2 Program 
System Streams, With video and audio Packetised Elemen 
tary Streams (PES) multiplexed together. Preferences ?les 
can contain data describing the Way in Which the user has 
con?gured the system, such as the preferred encoding bit 
rate, favorite channels, and personal channels. Program code 
?les contain binary code for applications, system modules, 
DLLs, etc. The OMFS 350 supports ?lenames that are long 
enough to provide differentiation betWeen ?les, e.g., 16 
characters. 

[0059] The OMFS 350 can use “circular” ?les to store one 
or more reWind buffers. Such ?les are allocated a ?xed 
amount of contiguous disk space upon their creation. Infor 
mation is Written to such a ?le contiguously starting from the 
beginning of the allocated block of disk space. When the end 
of the block is reached, Writing resumes at the beginning of 
the block. Alternatively, the OMFS 350 can store the reWind 
buffer in a non-circular ?le that is allocated a ?xed amount 
of contiguous space (e.g., enough space to hold 15 minutes 
of video), but Which alloWs that contiguous space to vary 
across the disk. Data is Written to the ?le until the allocated 
amount of space is used up, at Which point data continues to 
be Written to further areas dynamically assigned to the ?le, 
While data is deleted from the beginning of the ?le (and that 
area is dynamically de-assigned). With either method, as an 
example, after 20 minutes of recording a shoW into the 
reWind buffer, the reWind buffer Would contain a ?le Which 
contains 15 minutes of contiguous data corresponding to 
minutes 5 through 20 of the shoW. 

[0060] The ?le system 350 pre-allocates space on the hard 
disk drive 142 for ?les When the ?les are created. Contigu 
ous blocks of space are allocated if at all possible. For 
example, if the digital VCR 10 is about to record a 
30-minute television shoW, the ?le system 350 creates a neW 
?le and allocates sufficient space on the hard disk drive 142 
to store 30 minutes of video. This alloWs data to be streamed 
to the hard disk drive 142 contiguously and Without the need 
to allocate additional space for the ?le as the shoW is being 
recorded. 

[0061] Some ?les, such as MPEG audio and video ?les, 
can be deleted, While other ?les, such as preferences ?les 
and program code ?les, cannot be deleted. Each ?le stored 
on the hard disk drive 142 has an attribute ?eld associated 
With it Which indicates Whether the ?le can be deleted and 
Whether the ?le is read-only. 

[0062] If errors occur in MPEG ?les on the hard disk drive 
142, the MPEG decoder 342 either hides or recovers from 
the errors. In order to hide the effects of disk errors, 
duplicate copies of important ?les (such as program code 
?les) are stored on the hard disk drive 142. If the OMFS 350 
notices that a ?le has become corrupt, the system softWare 
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300 can use the duplicate copy of the ?le. Furthermore, the 
OMFS 350 can recogniZe bad sectors on the hard disk drive 
142 and marks those sectors so that they are not used in the 
future. 

[0063] The amount of movement of the hard disk drive’s 
read/Write head is reduced in order to reduce seek time from 
the hard disk drive 142. One Way to reduce read/Write head 
movement is to use ?le caches. Data that is being Written by 
the MPEG encoder 114 is stored in a cache before being 
Written to the hard disk drive. If this data is needed by the 
MPEG decoder 156 shortly after it has been Written to the 
cache, the data can be read from the cache instead of from 
the hard disk drive 142. 

[0064] Other aspects of the OMFS 350 are as folloWs. 
Each MPEG PES packet contains the same number of bytes 
as a sector on the hard disk drive 142 (e.g., 512 bytes). This 
alloWs the MPEG streamers 332 and 342 to read and Write 
Whole sectors at a time. The sectors on a single track of the 
hard disk drive 142 can only be used to store data from a 
single ?le. This can simplify allocation of sectors to ?les, 
because it alloWs the OMFS 350 to allocate multiple sectors 
at a time to a ?le. As data is Written to the OMFS 350 by the 
MPEG Encoder subsystem 114, each PES packet is marked 
With its position in the MPEG ?le before the data is sent to 
the IDE driver 348. This alloWs the OMFS 350 to determine 
Whether a packet being requested can be retrieved from a 
cache rather than from the hard disk drive 142. 

[0065] The OMFS 350 uses n caches, Where each cache 
has enough space to store an entire disk sector (PES packet). 
The value n is calculated such that When the digital VCR 10 
is simultaneously recording and playing back the same ?le, 
the sector requested by the MPEG decoder subsystem 156 is 
cached and is ready to be Written to the hard disk drive 142, 
but is not yet Written. 

[0066] As the hard disk drive 142 becomes full, it may not 
be possible to store ?les on contiguous disk tracks because 
the ?le may not ?t in any of the available contiguous blocks. 
This is referred to as fragmentation. The OMFS 350 uses a 
defragmentation application to defragment the hard disk 
drive 142 periodically (e.g., each night at a time When the 
digital VCR 10 is typically not in use, or When a ?le is 
deleted). The defragmentation application can be part of the 
OMFS 350 or be a separate application that communicates 
With the OMFS 350. 

[0067] If tWo or more digital VCRs are connected to each 
other (using, e.g., the FireWire subsystem 506), one digital 
VCR is considered the “master” unit and the other unit is 
considered the “slave” unit. Consider the situation Where the 
slave unit is recording a live shoW While the master unit is 
being used to Watch (and also record) a live television shoW 
on another channel. If the hard disk drive of the master unit 
is full, but there is space available on the slave’s hard disk 
drive, then the master unit stores the video stream from its 
current channel onto the slave’s hard disk drive. 

[0068] The digital VCR 10 can receive user commands 
from a number of different sources. Possible sources of user 
input include the IR detector 134 (for receiving remote 
control keypresses), the modem 148 (for, e.g., receiving 
commands to record a television shoW), a pager (for, e.g., 
receiving commands to record a television shoW), a univer 
sal serial bus (for receiving input from a keyboard or 
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mouse), or a microphone (for receiving voice commands). 
All user commands are routed through the command input/ 
output interpreter 324. In this Way, the digital VCR appli 
cation 330 receives a single command input stream regard 
less of the input devices from Which the inputs originate. 
Similarly, the all commands output by the digital VCR 10 to 
external devices, such as a cable TV set-top box or the 
personal computer 24, are output through the command 
input/output interpreter 324, Which forWards the command 
to the appropriate external devices in a suitable format. 

[0069] The 2D graphics DLL 334 produces graphics over 
lays to display on-screen user interface elements such as the 
channel guide display 500. The MPEG decoder 109 is 
capable of overlaying a 2D image on top of the underlying 
MPEG video, using 2, 4, or 8 bits per pixel. 

[0070] The digital VCR 10 includes a realtime clock that 
keeps the current time of day and the current date. The 
realtime clock is used to display the current time to the user 
and to determine When a scheduled shoW is to be recorded. 
The realtime clock can be set by the user or be set auto 
matically by reading data from line 21 of the VBI signal (via 
VBI data interpreter 322 and VBI driver 318) or by doWn 
loading time information from a server using, e.g., the 
modem 148. 

[0071] The “MPEG subsystem” refers to the MPEG 
encoder streamer 332, the MPEG decoder streamer 342, the 
MPEG decoder driver 338, and the MPEG audio/video 
decoder device drivers 336a-b. Each of these components of 
the MPEG subsystem runs as a separate thread. This alloWs 
the MPEG subsystem to take advantage of features such 
thread prioritiZation. For example, the threads alloW mul 
tiple data streaming activities (such as recording and play 
back) to be interWoven and to appear to the user to be 
occurring simultaneously. 

[0072] The MPEG encoder 114 and MPEG decoder 156 
encode and compress audio and video data, multiplex the 
compressed data together, save the multiplexed data stream 
to the hard drive 142, and simultaneously load another 
multiplexed data stream from the hard disk drive 142, 
demultiplex it, and decompress and display the audio and 
video data contained in it. 

[0073] The streamers 332 and 342 provide an abstract 
interface to the encoder 114 and decoder 156, respectively. 
As a result, if the encoder 114 and/or decoder 156 are 
replaced With other devices, only the drivers 336 and 338 
need be modi?ed or replaced While the rest of the system 
softWare 300 remains intact. 

[0074] The MPEG encoder subsystem includes the 
encoder streamer 332, the video encoder device driver, and 
the audio encoder device driver, each of Which run as 
separate threads. The MPEG encoder subsystem controls the 
MPEG encoder 114 to encode the incoming broadcast 
signal, encapsulate the video and audio data into an MPEG-2 
program stream, and save the program stream to the hard 
disk drive 142, Without losing any data. The tWo device 
drivers are responsible for initialiZing the hardWare, 
enabling direct memory access (DMA) transfers from the 
hardWare into RAM buffers, handling errors, and handling 
interrupts. The encoder streamer 332 is responsible for 
ensuring that the device drivers have suf?cient buffer space 
into Which the hardWare can Write the encoded data, pack 
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etising the elementary streams from the encoders, multiplex 
ing the audio and video PES data together, capturing data 
from the VBI, and Writing data to the OMFS 350. The 
components of the MPEG encoder subsystem respond to 
external commands to stop and start recording, change the 
recording bit rate, change the encoding resolution, save the 
current stream position as a bookmark, and respond to other 
user actions. 

[0075] The MPEG encoder driver 336 (1) performs hard 
Ware initialiZation, such as setting up the encoder 114 to 
handle the input data resolution and timing, and setting 
encoding parameters such as bit rate, (2) performs interrupt 
handling, (3) controls DMA transfers, used to transfer 
encoded data from the encoder 114 into RAM buffers, and 
(4) inserts data into the user-data part of the PES header. The 
MPEG encoder streamer 332 ensures that the tWo device 
drivers 336 and 338 have suf?cient buffer space so that the 
encoder stream does not stall. The MPEG encoder streamer 
332 also acts as an interface to the digital VCR application 
330 to control encoding parameters and actions. 

[0076] The “MPEG decoder subsystem” refers to the 
decoder streamer 342 and the MPEG decoder driver 338, 
each of Which runs as a separate thread. The decoder 
subsystem controls the MPEG decoder 156 to decode 
encoded MPEG data and to display the resulting video 
frames synchroniZed to the decoded audio, Without dropping 
any video frames. The rate of decompression and display is 
managed by the decoder 156, Which decodes both audio and 
video MPEG data, and synchroniZe the video to the audio. 
Therefore, the decoder 156 synchroniZes the video and 
audio using Presentation Time Stamp (PTS) values present 
in the video and audio streams. As data buffers are emptied 
by the decoder 156, they are passed back up to the decoder 
streamer 342 in order to be re?lled from the data stored on 
the hard disk drive 142. 

[0077] The decoder driver 338 is responsible for initial 
iZing the hardWare, enabling DMA transfers to the hardWare 
from RAM buffers, handling errors, and handling interrupts. 
The decoder streamer 342 is responsible for ensuring that 
the device driver 338 is provided With data When necessary, 
Which involves reading the data from the hard disk drive 
142, parsing PES packets to determine if the data is audio or 
video, extracting extra information (such as Closed Cap 
tioning) from the video packets, and sending the data to the 
decoder driver 338. 

[0078] The components of the MPEG decoder subsystem 
respond to external commands to control the decoder 156, 
such as VCR-style commands to stop, start, pause, forWard, 
reverse, and jump to random positions in the video stream. 
When paused, the decoder streamer 342 instructs the MPEG 
decoder driver 338 to stop decoding. As a result, the MPEG 
decoder driver 338 instructs the MPEG decoder 156 to stop 
decoding. When the MPEG decoder 156 stops decoding, the 
data that has been read from the hard disk drive 142 Will be 
queued by the MPEG decoder driver 338 to the MPEG 
decoder 156, and the empty buffers that have been queued 
to the OMFS Will be ?lled. When fast forWarding, the 
MPEG decoder streamer 342 instructs the MPEG decoder 
156 to decode and display every n frames, Where n is greater 
than 1. 

[0079] MPEG video contains “I” frames, “B” frames, and 
“P” frames. An I frame contains data descriptive of a 
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complete frame of video. An I frame is followed by a 
number of B frames and P frames. Information in the B 
frames and P frames is used to modify the preceding I frame 
to generate subsequent frames. To reWind, the MPEG 
decoder 156 is instructed to stop decoding, all of the data 
queued to the decoder 156 is ?ushed, and the decoder 156 
is put into I-frame only mode (in Which it decodes only I 
frames, skipping all B and P frames). The decoder streamer 
342 and MPEG decoder driver 338 ?ush all of their buffers. 
The decoder streamer 342 then starts seeking backWards in 
the video stream until it identi?es the beginning of the 
previous I frame. When the previous I frame is found, the 
decoder streamer 342 streams forWard again, as in play 
mode, to shoW at least one complete I frame to the vieWer, 
until it ?nds the neXt non-I frame, at Which point it starts 
searching backWards again, past the last found I frame, to the 
neXt prior I frame. This procedure synthesiZes an I frame by 
I frame reWind With MPEG data. 

[0080] Before describing the user operation of the digital 
VCR, several terms need to be introduced. The “current 
time” is the time on the digital VCR’s internal clock, 
re?ecting the actual time. The “current channel” refers to the 
channel to Which the digital VCR 10 is currently tuned. The 
current channel can be a live television channel or a recorded 
channel, as described beloW. If the current channel is a live 
television channel, the “current shoW” is the television shoW 
being played on the current channel at the current time. 

[0081] Referring to FIG. 4, the remote control 22 
includes, for eXample, the folloWing buttons. A PoWer 
button 400 toggles the digital VCR 10 betWeen “on” mode 
and “sleep” mode, as described With respect to the On/Off 
button 136 described above. 

[0082] A TV PoWer button 401 turns the television 18 on 
and off. AReWind button 402, Play button 404, Fast ForWard 
button 406, Record button 408, Pause button 410, and Live 
TV (Stop) button 412, perform VCR-like functions on live 
television channels and recorded television shoWs, as 
described in more detail beloW. An Ad Skip button 414 skips 
to the end of a commercial When a recorded video stream is 
being played. An Instant Replay button 416 reWinds the 
currently playing video stream by a predetermined amount 
and then resumes playing. A Channel Up button 418 and a 
Channel DoWn button 420 change digital VCR channels, as 
described beloW. The user can also tune to a channel by 
entering the channel number using numeric keys 422-238 
and pressing an Enter button 440. A Volume Up button 442 
and a Volume DoWn button 444 can increase and decrease 
the volume of the digital VCR’s audio output, or can 
increase and decrease the audio volume of the television 18 
directly. A Mute button 446 temporarily suspends audio 
output from the digital VCR 10. Cursor keys 460-466 are 
used to navigate through on-screen menus, as described 
beloW. AMenu button 452 displays a main menu from Which 
sub-menus can be selected. A Guide button 450 causes a 
channel guide display to be displayed on screen, and a 
Display button 448 causes an on-screen display to be 
displayed on-screen, as described beloW. A Select button 256 
is used to select choices in on-screen menus, as described 
beloW. A Replay Guide button 454 causes a replay menu to 
be displayed on-screen. Alternatively, the replay menu can 
be displayed by pressing the Play button 404 While a shoW 
is playing. A Cancel button 458 is used to remove menus 
from the screen and to cancel choices made by the user. 
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[0083] Channels on a television correspond to channels 
that are broadcast by television netWorks. A “digital VCR 
channel,” in contrast, can correspond to any video stream. A 
digital VCR channel can correspond to, for example, a 
traditional television channel (i.e., a broadcast VHF/UHF 
channel), a pay-per-vieW broadcast, a video stream from a 
recorded video source such as a VCR, or a video stream 

recorded by the digital VCR 10 on the hard disk drive 142. 
The digital VCR 10 maintains a single channel list. Each 
channel in the channel list has a unique channel number and 
corresponds either to a live television channel or to recorded 
content. Channel numbers can, for example, be four-digit 
numbers, the ?rst digit of Which indicates the source of the 
channel. For eXample, channels 1000 through 1999 can 
correspond to cable television channels, channels 2000 
through 2999 can correspond to DBS channels. Channels 
corresponding to content that has been recorded using the 
digital VCR 10 on the hard disk drive 142, referred to as 
“Personal Channels,” can correspond to channel numbers 
3000 through 3999. This arrangement provides the user With 
a single list of channels regardless of the number of video 
sources to Which the digital VCR 10 is connected. Alterna 
tively, one channel list can correspond to channels received 
from live television sources, and a second channel list can 
correspond to personal channels. 

[0084] A channel guide database 326 stores information 
about channels and the video streams associated With them. 
For eXample, the channel guide database contains informa 
tion about upcoming television shoWs that are scheduled to 
be broadcast on live television channels. 

[0085] Channel guide information for channels from live 
video sources, such as cable TV channels and DBS channels, 
can be doWnloaded periodically from the cable TV or DBS 
provider, or from an online service using the modem 148. 
Some television stations broadcast program information in 
the VBI signal using, for eXample, eXtended data service 
(XDS). For such stations, channel guide information need 
not be separately doWnloaded, since the channel guide 
information can be derived from the VBI. The channel guide 
database can be stored on the hard disk drive 142, in 
dynamic RAM (DRAM) 174, or on other suitable computer 
readable media. 

[0086] For each live television channel, the channel guide 
database includes program listings describing the shoWs that 
Will be playing on the channel. The channel guide database 
can contain information about each shoW, such as the title of 
the shoW, the shoW’s start time and end time, descriptions of 
topics to Which the shoW relates, and other information such 
as the names of actors Who appear in the shoW. 

[0087] Referring to FIG. 5, a channel guide display 500 
presents the user With a visual representation of information 
contained in the channel guide database and of content 
recorded in personal channels. The information about con 
tent recorded about personal channels that is displayed by 
the channel guide display 500 is derived from the shoW 
information that is recorded in the personal channels. The 
user causes the channel guide display 500 to appear on the 
screen by pressing the Guide button 450 on the remote 
control 22. The channel guide display 500 can be transpar 
ently or opaquely displayed over the video of the current 
channel, While the audio of the current channel is still 
playing. A channel list display 502 displays the channel 


















